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putting up pesto is a delicious
and enormous mess
drying chicory root before roasting

Dear CSA members,
Welcome cukes! Cucumbers have come on just in time to help
cool things down. Hot days have us up early, glugging down
water, and frequent checking on the animals. The last batch of
brooder bird babes has left the heat lamp for the pasture. This
means we have no chickens left in the house (sun room) for the
first time since April. Radish appears to be handling the
separation alright, especially as we have a bag full of dehydrated
chicken hearts and gizzards in the freezer for her.
This week has been full of slow weeding, hunting for squash amid
the amplified bzz of bees in the squash flowers, hauling heavy
tubs in from the field, pickling ugly carrots, pulling and roasting
chicory, and notes, thoughts and considerations for next year’s
growing season. We put up a batch of carrot top pesto this week with sunflower seeds, parmesan, and fresh garlic.
We may get one more week’s share of beets from the row we
harvested for today. The voles are active in this bed though, it’s
pretty disheartening. We have a tub full of 1/2 eaten beets, but
haven’t yet a plan on how/if to use them.
A quick reminder about storing your beets: the beets should be
cut from the leaves - right where they join there between root
and stem - and stored in a bag in the fridge, same with the
greens. If stored whole (roots and leaves together, uncut), the
leaves tend to transpire and wick moisture from the root, leaving
you with a bunch of soft, squishy beets. Cut from the stem and
stored in a bag in the drawer in the fridge, the beets should easily
last couple of weeks. The greens, probably just a few days. The
beet greens can be cooked up and eaten, just like you use chard.

2 half beets do not make a whole.
HARRRUMPH.

This week’s share
1 head garlic (Spanish Roja)
lettuce (½ lb Jester)
1 bunch chard (1 lb, Better Beta Mix)
1 bunch beets (Early Wonder Tall Top)
5 summer squash (3 Mutabile, 2 Costata Romanesco)
1 bunch scallions (Evergreen Hardy Bunching)
2 kohlrabi (Azur Star)
2-3 stems dill (Bouquet)
1 cucumber (Shintokiwa)
build your own bouquet of flowers!
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Pasqual and Isidro’s summer reading
suggestion: the new Encyclical.
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Trish and Randi pulling coming soon to a fork near you
beets for the shares

build your own farm fresh flower bouquet

kholrabi!

If kohlrabi is new to you, here is some background. The word kohlrabi comes from German - “kohl”, for cabbage, and
“rübe”, for turnip. It’s in the same family of plants as cabbage, broccoli, cauliflower, kale, collard greens, and Brussels
sprouts. The edible part of the kohlrabi is not the root, though it kind of looks like it - it’s the swollen part of the
stem. It’s a lot like a fat, juicy broccoli stem, tastes a bit like a turnip. The leaves of the plant can be used in cooking
just like you would kale, however the stems don’t cook down well. Kohlrabi are great raw, cut into small wedges
(peeled) and served with a dip or dressing. Or grate them and toss in with a salad or coleslaw.
Dakota-style Swiss Chard This recipe is adapted from (inspired by?) a recipe included in the DRA South Dakota
Local Foods Directory 2015-2016. The original recipe calls for boiling the bacon with the chard in water and
pouring off the water and adding butter or coconut oil. That just might be the “Dakota-style” part of this chard
recipe. In which case, apologies to the original chef.
balsamic vinegar
1 bunch Swiss Chard
salt and pepper to taste
2 slices of smoked bacon
Wash leaves, cut and tear into medium sized pieces. Cut stems to 1/2-3/4” pieces. Cook chard stems in a large skillet
with 2 slices of bacon, chopped. Saute until bacon pieces are at prefered crispness. Add leaves, cook until just
wilted. Drain off bacon grease and add balsamic vinegar, drizzled over the top. Serves 3-4. This would partner well
with a dish of rice or quinoa, used as a pizza topping, tossed in with a massaged kale salad. Or just enjoyed on it’s
own.
Beet Hummus
Another recipe from the SD Local Foods Directory, this one is unmodified.
2 garlic cloves
2 roasted beets
salt and pepper to taste
1/4 cut tahini paste
2-3 Tbsp fresh lemon juice
Combine all ingredients and puree in a food processor. Serve with fresh vegetables, on a sandwich, schmeared on
roasted summer squash, eat straight-up with a spoon. Makes 1 pint. Alternative: wrap beets and garlic in foil and
roast on the grill before pureeing for a roasted hummus treat.
This week, we’re including a build your own bouquet in the CSA shares - we hope you are as excited about this as
we are! We are 1/2 way through a challenging CSA season and we feel this is worth celebrating. Let us know how
things are working out for you; quality, quantity, cleanliness, favorite recipes, or any other feedback. We really
appreciate hearing from you.
Come one, come all - a weeding party this weekend!! - top priority is tackling the bind weed. Oh, what a glorious
twisted mess we have. It’s always so much fun to have time with friends in the vegetable rows, good, inspiring
conversation and merriment! Come join us in the field, Saturday afternoon 5-7 PM, and we’ll fire up the grill for
pizzas and potluck at 7.
Big thanks, friends! Enjoy the feasts of summer!
Your farmers, Trish and Jeremy

